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Watcher status
Posted by Demonic - 13 Sep 2009 21:39
_____________________________________

Hello my name is Demonic.

I am quite regular on the WCS server and I've experience quite alot of negative influences in my time on
the server. I know I am not known by quite alot of twk for I have not seen much members so it will be in
my deepest gratitude that you will accept my request of being a watcher.

My target of being a watcher is to reduce the amount of immatureness and other bad behaviour within
the server to have a friendly gaming environment which people can enjoy the game in.

I think I qualify as an admin because I'm online once a day, I have huge amounts of  knowledge about
rules, bugs, glitches and exploits, and I am a mature player whos ambition as a watcher is to reduce bad
activity because I am sick of people ruining the game for the majority of people who just want to play for
fun.

Thank you for reading this, because I know quite alot of the time I am on there aren't any admins around
while bad behaviour is carried out.

Hope you accept the request. 

/Demonic

============================================================================

Re: Watcher status
Posted by Tunes - 19 Sep 2009 10:50
_____________________________________

anubis wrote:

Oh yeah.. i was kind of spamming refresh because the page wouldn't load and it turned out every time i
pressed refresh it got another view and i think i might of done it about 400 times

n00ba

============================================================================

Re: Watcher status
Posted by anubis - 19 Sep 2009 11:21
_____________________________________

xD

============================================================================
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Re: Watcher status
Posted by vapour - 19 Sep 2009 13:41
_____________________________________

I certainly think there should be a 'set nextmap' option in the admin menu. As i have found that whenever
i do a map vote it changes instantly, which is a pain.
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